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2.2.1 Veins 

An AAPG Short Course by 

Terry Engelder 

Professor of Geosciences 

The Pennsylvania State University 



Cox and Etheridge, 1983 

Vein Growth 

In recent years fibrous syntectonic veins have been recognized to be an important fabric element in rocks deformed 
particularly at low metamorphic grades. Durney and Ramsay (1973) demonstrated that fibres in such veins have 
grown by an accretionary process, and that in many cases fibre shapes can be related to the progressive displacement 
history during vein formation. Durney and Ramsay (1973) and Ramsay (1980) made a major contribution to the 
understanding of syntectonic vein formation by demonstrating that some fibrous vein infillings develop by repeated 
increments of microcrack opening followed by sealing of the microcrack by deposition of material from solution. This 
process, termed “crack-seal” deformation (Ramsay. 1980). occurs where accumulation of elastic strain is followed by 
brittle failure, release of elastic strain, solution transfer of material to the microfracture site, and deposition therein. 
Once sealing of the microfracture is accomplished. stresses can once again be transmitted across the region of the 
initial microcrack, and elastic strains again build up until there is renewed microfracture. 

Diagram illustrating the sequence of events involved in fibre growth by the crack-seal deformation mechanism. A. 
Accumulation of elastic strain (0, = max. principal stress). B. Elastic strain release following brittle failure. Solution 
transfer of material into microcrack, and nucleation of phases on microcrack walls. C. Sealing of microcrack and 
accumuiation of further elastic strain. D. Second microcrack and elastic strain release increment. E. Syntaxial 
overgrowth of material on microcrack walks to seal microcrack. F. Repeated crack-seal increments build up a 
fibrous microstructure. 

Syntaxial growth 



Syntaxial Growth 

Oriented or “syntaxial” overgrowth (Bathurst, 1975) of phases in microcrack walls may occur if the depositing species 
is the same as the substrate. 

Cox and Etheridge, 1983 

Nucleation and initial growth mechanisms in fluid-filled microcracks. A. Syntaxial overgrowth of grains in the 
microcrack walls. B. Oriented initial growth due to competition between neighbouring grains having anisotropic 
growth kinetics. C. Random nucleation and initial growth. 

Development of lattice preferred 
orientation during crack-seal fiber 
growth by preferential rejoining at 
each crack-seal growth increment of 
those grains having fast growth 
directions parallel to the incremental 
displacement vector. Bars indicate 
orientations of fast growth directions. A. Fiber growth sequence. B. Overall vein morphology 

developed during a displacement history in which principal 
strain increment directions are coaxial. Arrows indicate fiber 
younging directions. C. Overall vein morphology 
developed with changing principal strain directions. 



Disjunctive Cleavage on edge of Crinoid Columnal 
Canadaway Formation, Appalachian Plateau, Wellsville, New York, USA 

Terry Engelder 

Vein filling is usually derived from local dissolution.  Here pressure solution at the edge 
of a calcite crinoid columnal feeds calcite to local veins the cut normal to the shortening 
enabled by pressure solution.  



Opening mode (crack seal) vein displacing brachiopod 
Tully Limestone, Taughannock Falls, New York, USA 

Terry Engelder 

Antitaxial vein growth takes place by crack propagation at the interface between the vein 
of the country rock.  Slivers of country rock are incorporated in the vein where fiber 
growth is not seeded by crystals in the country rock. 



Terry Engelder 

Vein opening in tearing mode (mode III) as indicated by tilted fibers 
Jurassic Blue Lias, Lilstock Beach, Bristol Channel, United Kingdom 



Srivastava & Engelder, 1990 

Cross cutting veins allow for analysis of growth sequence 
Ordovician Bellefonte Dolomite, Nittany Mountain Syncline, Pennsylvania, USA 

Note: When this material was examined in the middle 1990s, it did not exhibit fluorescence and was 
interpreted as insoluble residue associated with cleavage development.  However, bitumen does not exhibit 
a strong fluorescence, leaving the possibility the dark material is bitumen. 
 





Chevron Folds at Loughskinny, Ireland 

Terry Engelder 



Crossing micro-veins 
Loughskinny, Ireland 

Terry Engelder 



Conjugate shear fracturing – Beach type I veins 
Church Floor in Croatia 

Terry Engelder 
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Conjugate shear fracturing – Beach (1977) type I conjugate veins 
Jurassic Blue Lias, Lilstock Beach, Bristol Channel, United Kingdom 

Terry Engelder 



Terry Engelder 

Conjugate shear fracturing – Beach (1977) type II conjugate veins 



veins < 45⁰ to shear fracture 

Shear fracturing with minor shear displacement  
Jurassic Blue Lias, Lilstock Beach, Bristol Channel, United Kingdom 

Terry Engelder 

Peacock & Sanderson, 1995 



Shear fracturing with minor shear displacement  
Jurassic Blue Lias, Lilstock Beach, Bristol Channel, United Kingdom 

veins ≈ 45⁰ to shear fracture 

Terry Engelder 

Peacock & Sanderson, 1995 



Shear fracturing with minor shear displacement  
Jurassic Blue Lias, Lilstock Beach, Bristol Channel, United Kingdom 

Terry Engelder 

veins > 45⁰ to shear fracture 

Peacock & Sanderson, 1995 



Bitumen in cross-fold vein 
Limestone layer in lowest Marcellus Fm, Canoga, New York, USA 

Terry Engelder 



2.2.2 - Transitional-Tensile 
Fracture 

An AAPG Short Course by 

Terry Engelder 

Professor of Geosciences 

The Pennsylvania State University 



Engelder, 1999 

Transitional-Tensile Fracture 

A common perception promulgated in many recent structural geology textbooks is that 
joints and shear fractures are the end members of a spectrum of brittle fracture types, 
and that some fractures are a hybrid of both end members (cf. Hancock, 1985). Such 
fractures presumably open as tensile cracks and simultaneously propagate in the same 
plane while subject to a shear traction. As an example, Price and Cosgrove (1990) 
show a vein for which ``it is clear that the planar fracture developed in hybrid 
extension and shear failure'' 

One model for the development of hybrid shear fractures is transitional-tensile fracture 
propagation, a process described as the in-plane propagation of a crack subject to a 
shear traction while held open by a tensile normal stress. Presumably, such propagation 
leads to a brittle structure that is the hybrid of a joint and a shear fracture. Crack-seal 
veins with oblique fibers are possible candidates. While these veins clearly show shear 
offset, this is not conclusive evidence that a shear traction was present at the time of 
initial crack propagation. Many recent structural geology textbooks use a parabolic 
Coulomb-Mohr failure envelope to explain the mechanics of transitional-tensile 
fracturing. However, the laboratory experiments cited as demonstrating transitional-
tensile behavior fail to produce the fracture orientation predicted by a parabolic failure 
envelope. Additional attempts at verification include field examples of conjugate joint 
sets with small acute angles, but these conjugate joints form neither simultaneously nor 
in the stress field required by the transitional ± tensile model. Finally, linear elastic 
fracture mechanics provides strong theoretical grounds for rejecting the notion that 
individual cracks propagate in their own plane when subject to a shear traction. These 
observations suggest that transitional-tensile fracture propagation is unlikely to occur in 
homogeneous, isotropic rock, and that it is not explained by a parabolic Coulomb-Mohr 
failure envelope as several recent structural geology textbooks have suggested. 

A sketch of a vein with oblique fibers that Price and Cosgrove (1990) offer as an example of hybrid extension 
and shear fracture, running laterally into a shear zone. The eraser head of a pencil is shown for scale.  



Transition tensile fracture 
Jurassic Limestone, Brijuni, Croatia 

Terry Engelder 



 

Strain during development of en echelon veins 
Blue Lias, Bristol Channel, Lilstock, United Kingdom 

Terry Engelder 



Terry Engelder 

Veins in a Transitional-tension mode of failure 
South Coast of New South Wales, Australia 



 

Transitional-tensile failure by en echelon crack growth 
Conway Granite, New Hampshire, USA 

Terry Engelder 



Transitional-Tensional Fractures 

 

Brittle shear failure by linking en echelon cracks 
Tensleep Sandstone, Wyoming, USA 

Terry Engelder 



The stress concentration 
at the tip of a crack 
showing contours of 
stress intensity near the 
tip (adapted from Reches 
and Lockner, 1994). 

Engelder, 1999 



 

Mount Desert Island Granite 

Engelder, 1999 

Fault inclination q (solid line) predicted by the mutual enhancement cracking model and the 
intensity of the induced tensile stress (dashed line) along the M curve (adapted from Reches and 
Lockner, 1994). Data from the Mount Desert Island granite (Engelder, 1989) are plotted as a test of 
the stepped-crack theory for the development of hybrid shear fractures. 



Egypt 

Engelder, 1989 
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Engelder, 1999 

Three examples of 
Coulomb-Mohr failure 
envelopes as redrawn 
from Handin and Hager 
(1957) for the Green 
River Shale, and from 
Price (1958) for the 
Pennant and Darley 
Dale sandstones. 
 



Engelder, 1999 

The Coulomb-Mohr failure envelope for diabase drawn from seven experiments at various confining pressures 
(adapted from Brace, 1964). Experiments 6 and 7 were subjected to stresses that should have produced 
transitional-tensile fracture propagation. Fracture angles of 18⁰ and 13⁰ were predicted whereas the samples 
failed at angles of 5⁰ and 0⁰, respectively. 
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• Laboratory 
configurations for 
brittle fractures 

Ramsay & Chester, 2004 



Ramsay & Chester, 2004 
Fracture angle as a function of confining pressure 
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2.2.3 Shear Failure 

An AAPG Short Course by 

Terry Engelder 

Professor of Geosciences 

The Pennsylvania State University 



Terry Engelder 

Coulomb Criterion 

Borehole failure was a significant problem as industry drilled deeper following the second world war.  It was presumed 
that failure was in compression.  Years before a criterion for brittle failure in compression was proposed by the French 
engineer, Coulomb (1773).  The Coulomb failure criterion is empirical requiring several rock deformation experiments at 
different sd (= s1 – s3) conditions.   From these experiments the failure of a certain type of rock can then be predicted 
largely because sd = f(s3) = f(confining pressure).  The criterion contains no information on the mechanism or the 
microscopic process involved in rock fracture.  Interestingly,  the Coulomb criterion was formulated about 1770 and 
more than 150 years passed before the actual process of rock failure was understood.  About 1920 an engineer named 
Griffith first developed a mechanistic failure criterion which could be applied to rocks.  Griffith's theory was originally 
formulated to explain fracture in glass. 

Griffith's (1924) criterion was based on the observation that glass is not internally homogeneous but rather contain 
pores.  The same can be said for rocks.  Pores in rocks can be original spaces between grains that did not completely 
fill with cement or they can be microcracks that develop when the rock is stressed.  These voids play an important role 
in rock failure directly through weakening the rock and indirectly through hosting pore water which under pressure 
can also effect the rock strength.  The effect of voids on the elastic properties of a rock can include:  1.)  The Young's 
modulus (E) of a rock containing voids and cracks is less than the intrinsic E of a solid rock (an intrinsic property refers 
to that property in a body without flaws or cracks);  2.)  The Poisson's ratio (n) of a rock containing cracks is less than 
its intrinsic u;  3.)  cracks give rocks a different modulus during loading and unloading (this difference in behavior is 
known as hysteresis). 

 The distinction between failure in tension and failure in compression is significant.  Griffith's 
criterion gave a convenient physical explanation for crack propagation when the crack (2c) is 
subject to tensile stresses.  The crack propagates in the plane normal to the tensile stress (T) 
or least principal stress (F/a = T =  -s3).  However, we have learned that whole-rock stresses 
including s3 increase with depth in the crust of the earth.  Yet,  rock fracture in shear depends 
on microcrack propagation where the propagation is caused by tensile stresses.  Where are 
the tensile stresses generated when rock is deep within the crust of the earth?  The answer is 
that on a microscopic scale grains press against each other at sharp contacts.  These contacts 
are called "stress risers".  Under these microscopic contacts very large tensile stresses can be 
generated even though the whole-rock stress in highly compressive. 

 



Terry Engelder 

Microcrack Growth 
Three gains in a rock 

Two discs pressing into each other is an example 
of a stress riser.  The point contacts of each disk 
serve to concentrate the stress which was 
distributed over the end plattens.  The increase in 
stress is shown by the circular lines originating 
from the point contact.  These lines represent 
lines of equal stress difference.  The numbers 
indicate that the stress difference increases as the 
point contacts are approached.  Another 
characteristic of point contacts is that a portion of 
the volume under the point contact is in a state of 
tension and this tension produces Hertzian cracks 
under the point contact.  In addition, loading discs 
in this fashion, called a Brazilian test, will cause a 
tensile failure and microcrack growth (i.e., an axial 
crack near the central portion of the disc. 

When the rock is compressed under high sd (= s1 – s3) conditions, many of these microscopic contacts are activated 
and microscopic crack propagation is common.  As the population of microcracks increases a zone of weakness develops 
near but not along a plane of maximum shear stress (tmax).  This zone of microcrack intersection eventually  hosts the 
through-going shear fracture. 

 

Axial crack: 
Brazilian test 

Hertzian crack: 
Indenter test 

Shear fractures do not form at 45° to s1 and in the plane of tmax but rather in a plane whose normal is closer to 
s3 than s1.  The reason for this behavior is found in a closer examination of the Coulomb criterion where 

 

where sn and t the normal and shear stress on the plane of failure respectively and S0 is the cohesive strength of the 
rock.  µ0 is the angle of internal friction 

 



Terry Engelder 

name 
place 

Tan  can not be measured directly but, rather, is 
derived from the slope of the Coulomb failure 
envelop.  µ0 should be distinguished from  the 
coefficient of sliding friction (µ) which relates t 
and sn during slip of a fault. 

µ0 predicts the angle of shear failure 

A graphical plot of t, sn, and  (t - S0)/ sn 
shows that  shear failure occurs on the plane 
where (t - S0)/ sn is maximized 

t - S0 

(t - S0)/ sn 



Terry Engelder 

name 
place 

Shear fracturing requires a high differential stress.  Such stresses are not common within the crust.  Places where 
s1 – s3 may be high include: 

Fault zones --  Along fault zones asperities which interlock can act as local stress concentrators.  In fact, studies of 
earthquakes show that many faults lock and then slip violently.  Asperities cause the locking and more often than 
not the earthquake is a manifestation of the asperity being sheared off. 

Folds -- Rocks can act like elastic plates which bend.   It is known from the theory of elasticity that part of the 
bent plate is compressed.  In this zone of compression within folded rocks compressive stresses can become so 
large that the shear strength of the rock is exceeded.  

Man-made structures --  Pillars in mines often have to bear loads many times that of neighboring rock left 
undisturbed by mining.   Mine shaft openings also act as stress concentrators in much the same manner as 
microscopic point contracts within rock.  The stresses around holes in rock can be many times as large as was 
found in undisturbed rock. 

There are several rock structures associated with shear fracturing.  Cataclastic rock is the product of concentrated 
microfracturing within a shear zone.  Cataclasis is the process of mechanical reduction of grain size by brittle 
fracture and rigid grain rotation.  Microfractures develop across the shear fracture in the direction of s1.  
Continued slip on the shear fracture cause more microfracturing which leads to a wider zone of cataclasis.  
Comminution is another term applied to the mechanical reduction of grain size.  As the pressure on the rock 
increases, tension gashes form the the shear zone becomes semiductile.  Tension gashes are filled macrocracks or 
extension fractures.  The origin of extension fractures is the subject of a future lecture.  Repeated shear fracturing 
causes deformation bands.  These are zones of cataclastic material most commonly observed in sandstones.   
Deformation bands occur because each successive shear fracture or zone of cataclasis is permeable to cements 
which make the zone stronger than surrounding sandstone.  A successive shear fracture must then rupture intact 
rock or cemented fracture and is not focused by a previous plane of weakness. 



Terry Engelder 

Structural Geology: Lessons from the laboratory 

Geological structures range across the spectrum from brittle fracture to ductile flow.  The crust of the earth may also 
be divided in the same fashion with the schizosphere being that part of the outer crust where confining stress 
governs crustal behavior (Scholz, 2002).  Below is the plastosphere where temperature governs behavior virtually 
independent of confining stress.  Throughout this range of behavior, but particularly in the schizosphere, crack 
propagation has a universal presence.  Crack propagation is governed by the elasticity properties of the rock.   

Schizosphere Plastosphere 

A laboratory experiment in plexiglass where a ductile shear zone is about to develop with en echelon cracks guiding 
the evolution of this shear zone.  In cross section the crack opens most in the center and narrows to a sharp tip.  In 
plan view, the crack grows as a circular, ‘penny’, hence the name, penny-shaped crack.   
 

An experiment illustrating the merging of the Schizosphere and Plastosphere 



Growth of a fault within an intact rock 

Reches & Lockner, 1994 



Growth of a fault within an intact rock 

Reches & Lockner, 1994 Terry Engelder 

Terry Engelder 



Terry Engelder 

Deformation Bands 

Shear failure of poorly lithified sandstone is one of the unambiguous examples of shear failure in 
the crust, probably because of the inherent weakness of such ‘rocks’.  First named, ‘braided shear 
fractures’ by Engelder (1974), they were renamed ‘deformation bands’ by Adyin and Johnson (1978) 
and that is the name that stuck in the literature. 



Terry Engelder 

Deformation Bands with Reidel Shears 
Devonian, New South Wales, Australia 

Schematic of reidel shears relative to major slip surface (after Logan et al., 1979) 
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Concentrated slip zones bound subsidiary shears at three scales within the Cerro Brass Fault, which cuts Cambrian 
dolomites of the Nittany Anticlinorium, Pennsylvania. On the outcrop scale thrust faults along both Cerro Brass fault zone 
boundaries acted as concentrated slip zones bounding subsidiary shears developed along original bedding planes. The 
outcrop scale subsidiary shears are zones of concentrated slip bounding hand specimen- scale subsidiary shears. In turn, 
the hand-specimen-scale subsidiary shears are concentrated slip zones bounding even smaller-scale subsidiary shears. 
Subsidiary shears in Cerro Brass fault zone are analogous to subsidiary shears (i.e. R1 and R2) commonly found in 
laboratory gouge-friction experiments. The orientations of subsidiary shears at the outcrop and hand-specimen scales 
define a ‘Riedel within Riedel’ geometry in which the original bedding played the role of R, shears at the outcrop scale 
and, at the same time, operated as boundary faults at a smaller scale. The presence of subsidiary shears on more than 
one scale suggests that the Coulomb failure theory is not sufficient to explain their origin. 

Arboleya & Engelder, 1995 

Shear Localization:  Cerro Brass Thrust Fault 
Cambrian Dolomite, Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, USA 

Thrust fault in limestone 
at nearly the same depth 
(4-6 km) 



Chester & Logan, 1986 

Strain Localization 
Punchbowl Fault, California, USA 

Many studies have shown that displacements in brittle fault zones are primarily accommodated within well-defined, 
narrow layers of cataclasite or gouge, which are bounded by zones of damaged host rock pervaded by fractures and 
breccia (e.g., Sibson, 1979). The cataclasite or gouge layers represent the fault surface, the site where the majority of 
displacements are accommodated. The damaged zones record long-continued deformation from movement on those 
faults; that is, the damaged zones are a consequence of progressive fracturing from stress cycling caused by 
continuous or repeated movements on non-parallel or nonplanar faults (Chester and Logan, 1986). 

Fault and fracture intensity in transects across the Punchbowl and subsidiary faults 



Growth of a fault within an intact rock: A field example 

unknown 

a) Characteristic fracture patterns 

breccia 

Damage zone Fault Damage zone 
MargInal part core Marginal part 

b) 



2.2.4 Friction: 
Critically Stressed Earth 

An AAPG Short Course by 

Terry Engelder 

Professor of Geosciences 

The Pennsylvania State University 



Terry Engelder 

Rock friction is of interest because it controls many processes in the earth's crust including: flexural slip folding; 
earthquakes; landslides; subduction of continental crust; strike-slip motion of the earth's major plate as they 
slide past each other.  Ultimately it is the frictional strength of the crust that controls the magnitude of 
differential stress within the earth's crust.  Friction is an active mechanism of deformation above the brittle-
ductile transition within the earth's crust.  It determines the level of shear stress (t) required to induce slip along 
any existing discontinuity 

Small Normal Fault (originated as a shear fracture) 
preCambrian Uinta Mountain Group, north flank Uinta Mountains, Utah, USA 

So far, we made the point that the earth's crust is 
pervaded by discontinuities, most of which were mode I 
cracks (extension fractures, joints, tension cracks, etc.).  
Because of these discontinuities a buildup in earth stress 
is controlled by friction rather than the intact strength of 
rocks.  In a sense, the generation of fractures, particularly 
by shear failure, is a local phenomena occurring on 
relatively small scales.  Measurement of in situ stress (i.e. 
earth stress) by techniques such as hydraulic fracturing 
shows that the differential stress throughout much of the 
crust is less than or equal to the frictional strength of local 
rocks. 

In the laboratory friction where normal stress sn and the shear stress t are measured during fault slip, µ, for a 
single experiment is a the ratio t/sn. 

 If sn and t for several experiments are plotted the line connecting the data points may converge at the origin.  
In this case µ is the slope of the line and friction has the same meaning as for the single experiment.  But if the 
line does not converge to the origin, it will cut the t axis at the value S0 which represents the cohesive strength 
of the fault zone.  Here, µ is the slope of the line but 

 



Terry Engelder 

Laboratory Friction Tests 

The frictional strength of rocks comes from laboratory tests.  Samples A and B are cross sections of cylinders cut 
for triaxial testing.  A is a sample sliding on a saw cut in a triaxial test.  B is a sample  sliding on a previously 
induced shear fracure in a triaxial test.  C is a conventional shear  test without confining pressure but with a 
normal stress indicated by the vertical arrow.  D is a double shear test with one plate sliding between two other 
plates.  E is a torsion test.  In tests C and D the normal stress sn and the shear stress t is measured directly.  In 
the triaxial tests sn and t must be calculated from the principal stresses s1 and s3.  For the torsion test the t  
must be integrated over the surface of the cylinder.  The advantage of the torsion test over the other four is that 
infinite (very large) displacement may be achieved during a test.  

Friction tests on fault gouge: Cylinder cut in half 
(l) and jacketed cylinder (r). Engelder Ph.D. 
samples (Engelder et al., 1975) 



Terry Engelder 

Coulomb Failure vs. Frictional Slip 

There is a distinction between sliding friction and internal friction that is best illustrated in Mohr Space.  Shear 
fractures do not form at 45° to s1 and in the plane of tmax but rather in a plane whose normal is closer to s3 than 
s1.  The reason for this behavior is found in a closer examination of the Coulomb criterion where 

where sn and t the normal and shear stress on the plane of failure respectively and S0 is the cohesive strength 
of the rock.  µ0 is the angle of internal friction 

Tan  can not be measured directly but, rather, is derived from the slope of the Coulomb failure envelop.  µ0 
should be distinguished from  the coefficient of sliding friction (µ) which relates t and sn during slip of a fault 

 

µ0 predicts the angle of shear failure whereas the m predicts the angle of frictional slip. 

Given this stress state (the Mohr circle) and friction envelope any fault with a 2q angle between 50⁰ and 170⁰ is 
capable of slipping.  However, this is true for only those faults with a strike parallel to the s2 direction.  To 
predict which faults will slip in a 3-D stress state we must employ three Mohr circles (see below). 

(Coulomb failure) 

Handin (1969) 

experiment 



Terry Engelder 

Coulomb Failure 

During laboratory experiments force-displacement curves are recorded as illustrated below.  A shows the ideal 
curve for a sliding friction test.  Here the force increases until the rock slips.  Once slip is initiated the rock will 
continue to slip without further increase in the force necessary to maintain slip.  B illustrates a more realistic 
force-displacement curve where there is a slight increase in force necessary to maintain slip.  Curves A and B are 
examples of a behavior called stable sliding.  C illustrates a situation where force builds and then suddenly 
drops.  This same cycle is repeated many times throughout the experiment.  D is the same behavior measured 
at the sliding surface.  This contrasts with C where displacement was measured at some distance from the 
sliding surface.  The displacement shown in C is a reflection of the elastic distortion of the load frame during 
force buildup.  The rock slips instantaneously with a major drop in force as shown in C.  If displacement is 
measured at the rock sample, it becomes obvious that the force drop accompanies the slip of the rock sample.  
This behavior is known as stick-slip and is believed to be similar to earthquakes along a major fault zone within 
the crust. 

 



Terry Engelder 

Coulomb Failure 

Stick-slip occurs because unloading of the elastic system which was responsible for the force buildup can not 
follow the force drop of the rock.  The figure below illustrated this behavior.  The straight line AB is the 
uncontrolled unloading of the elastic load frame holding the sample (the earth on either side of a fault zone).  
Here the earthquake (stick-slip event) starts at point A where the shearing force along the fault zone drops 
faster than the unloading of the load frame.  This creates excess potential energy which must be absorbed by 
the loading system.  Slip on the fault will stop when the available excess potential energy represented by the 
shaded area below the line AB is absorbed by the extra work represented by the shaded area above the line 
AB.  At point B the load frame must reloaded (shearing stress increased) to the point C before slip starts anew.  
Stick-slip starts again at point D. 
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Critical Stress 

The calculation of the shear stress and normal stress on an arbitrarily oriented fault plane or joint is accomplished 
using a 3-D Mohr diagram.  This diagram includes three Mohr circles which are drawn with the diameters equal to 
the differences between the three effective principal stresses (s’1, s’2, s’3) which define the ambient stress field.  
The orientations of all faults and joints are represented by points falling between the largest Mohr circle (s’1 - s’3) 
and the two smaller Mohr circles (s’1 – s’2) and (s’2 - s’3).  The position of an arbitrary geological plane in 3-D Mohr 
space defines the normal stress and shear stress on that planar feature, a crack, a joint, a shear fracture, a fault, and 
more.  If we know frictional properties of the rock hosting the planar geological structure, then we can plot the 
frictional strength of that rock as a line predicting frictional slip in Mohr space.   Of course, a lower coefficient of 
friction means that the rock discontinuity will sustain a smaller shear stress at a given normal stress.     

To calculate the effective normal stress (s’n) and shear stress (t), we need to know the angles 1 and 3 between 
the normal to the fault and coordinate axes denoting the direction of the principal stresses, s1 and s3, 
respectively.  The point representing s’n and t on the plane in question is found by using the angles 21 
(counterclockwise from the center of s’1 – s’2) and 23 (clockwise from the center of s’2 - s’3) to define two arcs 
with their centers of the smaller Mohr circles (s’1 – s’2) and (s’2 - s’3).  The intersection of the arcs defines the 
stress acting on the plane.    

sn 
s’1 s’2 s’3 

t 

21 
23 

s1 

s2 

s3 



Critical stress induces frictional slip on faulted joints 
Chinle Formation and Glen Canyon Sandstone at Split Mountain, Utah, USA 

Wilkins et al., 2001 

Geometries and kinematics of brittle deformation features found within sandstone reveal that early subvertical joints 
confined to jointed beds were subsequently reactivated in shear. Reactivation of the joints with normal dip-slip produced 
“faulted joints”, which are interpreted to have formed in conjunction with a second set of joints and clusters of pinnate 
joints. Faulted joints in layered rocks may be identified by their geometric similarities to non-faulted, bed-confined joints: 
their positively skewed spacing distributions, their lack of conjugate pairs, their consistent terminations at or near 
discrete bed boundaries, and the absence of significant amounts of fault breccia and/or gouge. Because faulted joints 
attain considerable length prior to slip, their D/L ratios are initially much smaller than those for primary faults. 
Furthermore, magnitude of slip is not a consequence of fault growth, and consequently displacement across faulted 
joints in certain cases may be independent of length.  

Reactivated Joints subject 
to this stress state 



Normalized shear vs. effective normal stress for hydraulically conductive (left column) and nonhydraulically conductive 
(center column) fractures based on precision temperature logs (refer to Jaeger and Cook, 1979, p. 28, for details of 
construction of these diagrams). Open squares in upper left plot show stress state calculated for fractures in Cajon Pass 
borehole where flow was indicated by direct flow tests. Right column shows lower-hemisphere stereographic projections 
of poles to fracture planes for hydraulically conductive (solid circles) and nonhydraulically conductive (plus signs) planes.  

Barton et al., 1995 

Critical Stress Controlled by Rock Friction 

The relationship between in-situ stress 
and fluid flow in fractured and faulted 
rock is dependent on critical  stress 
theory. Barton et al., (1995) show that 
data obtained from three boreholes that 
penetrate highly fractured and faulted 
crystalline rocks indicate that potentially 
active faults appear to be the most 
important hydraulic conduits in situ. The 
data indicate that the permeability of 
critically stressed faults is much higher 
than that of faults that are not optimally 
oriented for failure in the current stress 
field. 

Fractures that slip Fractures that do  not slip 
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Foreland fold-thrust belts with critical tapers 

A common feature of foreland thrust belts is the presence of a basal surface of detachment or déollement which dips 
toward the interior of the mountain belt, and below which there is relatively little deformation. The horizon along 
which the décollement is located is often a relatively weak one. The overall cross-sectional taper of the thrust belt 
above this horizon has been demonstrated to be related to the relative strengths of the thrust belt and its basal 
detachment (e.g., Chapple, 1978; Davis et al.. 1983; Stockmal, 1983; Dahlen et al.. 1984). In essence, such “bulldozer” 
models state that a relatively weak basal detachment zone can be overthrust by a body of nearly rectangular 
geometry. but greater basal strength requires that the overthrusting body attain a certain cross-sectional wedge 
taper, the critical taper ( + b). 

 

b 

Cross section of stacked thrusts in Taiwan to form tapered wedge at a critical angle ( + b) (Suppe, 1980) 

The original idea for a tapered wedge goes to Chapple (1978).  His analysis assumed a perfectly plastic material 
slipping on a frictional base.  A plastic model might seem appropriate because the material is simultaneously at 
failure throughout.  If fact, this is the case for the plastosphere where temperature, not confining pressure, 
controls rock strength.  However, the mechanism for failure of earth materials in the schizosphere is not so 
dependent on temperature as it is on confining pressure.  We have established that such materials obey a Coulomb 
failure criterion and so the tapered wedges of the schizosphere are Coulomb wedges.   



When a Coulomb material is at failure, its strength is controlled friction and resistance to frictional slip increases in 
proportion to confining pressure.  A stack of rocks on an incline can be pushed upward within limits before the push 
causes the back side to collapse and thicken.  The process of thickening adds an additional strength to the backend so 
the wedge can grow longer until collapse repeats itself at the backend and the section thickens again.  This process 
repeats itself as long as there is space to push the wedge uphill.   

Terry Engelder  

Pushing the tapered wedge on a flat or up a slope becomes a force-balance problem just like that used to solve for 
stresses in a triangular wedge.  The push uphill (sx) against an element within the wedge is resisted by gravity ( 
rockgH dx sin b ), the weight of water (as given in the diagram), and frictional resistance of the décollement ( mf(1 – 
lf)gH dx ) where l is the pore pressure ratio.  The orientation of the principal stresses within the wedge is defined 
by its Coulomb strength.  From this force-balance problem the equation for the critical taper is determined to be 

where k is a measure of Coulomb strength in the wedge closely related to the consolidation coefficient determined 
earlier and also a function of the coefficient of friction of the décollement, mf. 

Davis et al.’s (1983) force balance problem.  

Foreland fold-thrust belts with critical tapers 
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Davis et al. (1983) tested their critical wedge theory by adding the dip of the basal decollement and the 
topographic slope for a number of thrust belts around the globe.  The came to the conclusion that when surface 
slopes were measured, they were in good agreement with wedges predicted from actual rock properties.  They 
also found that for pore pressures above (l > 0.7), the surface slopes were relatively low (i.e., < 4⁰).  

Surface slopes predicted for subaerial and submarine accretionary wedges, assuming l =  lf compared 
with observed wedge shapes. Davis et al. (1983) note that the wedges for which fluid-pressure data 
are available are shown with heavy boxes, which are in good agreement with predictions. 

Foreland fold-thrust belts with critical tapers 

http://searchanddiscovery.com/documents/2016/41849engelder/ndx_engelder_part5.pdf
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